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Sometimes while reading Write Beside Them I smiled. Sometimes I nodded. Once, I 
was so moved by Kittle’s story, her student’s courage, and our profession, that my eyes 
filled with tears. Woven through her vivid descriptions and the persuasive explanations 
of her teaching practice, Kittle draws indelible portraits of her students. They, and the 
author’s wisdom and compelling voice, make this book unforgettable. You’ll have new 
ways to think about teaching and writing. You’ll have effective strategies to try out in 
your classroom. 

—Tom Romano
Author of Zigzag and Blending Genre, Altering Style

Penny Kittle joins the ranks of such wise leaders as Don Graves, Don Murray, and 
Nancie Atwell with this book, showing us that in an era of standards, one can still cre-
ate real opportunities to write—and to learn.

—Jim Burke
Author of The English Teacher’s Companion, Third Edition
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I  ded ica te  th i s  work  to  the  memory  o f  

Gary Millen
1952–2006.

 
He was devoted to the students 

at Kennett High School for three decades. 

Gary asked difficult questions, 
pestered me for answers, 

and made me laugh. 
He made me a better teacher 

and a better person.
Rest in peace, my friend.

Emma McLeavey-Weeder, Gary Millen, Nicole Veilleux
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Foreword

In this book Penny Kittle speaks of the Durham “Dons” (Murray and Graves) 
who have inspired her. The two Dons—which makes it sound like some kind 

of mafia family, which at times it has felt like, with various capos and consiglieres  
making their pilgrimages to Mill Pond Road or to the famous corner table at the 
Bagelry where Don Murray held court. In the summer there would be Tom Ro-
mano, such an addict of Newick’s seafood that we all think he should be issued a 
punch card—buy four lobsters, and your fifth one is free. Ralph Fletcher would 
wander in to talk baseball and writing; Linda Rief could be spotted making an 
after-school trip to the Durham Market Place (alias “The Dump”), where she 
might bump into Boston College Writing Director Lad Tobin. (Linda taught 
most of our kids.) And so on.

In recent years Penny Kittle would join this group, the Queen of Route 16, 
arriving in her Cooper Mini, a good likelihood that there was a speeding ticket 
in the glove compartment. A tall woman, she would extract herself from the 
Cooper with the grace of the athlete she still is, and join us to talk about writing 
and teaching. We all knew she was working on a BIG book about writing, and 
we had read her early work, marveling at her storytelling skill. But nothing had 
prepared us for the book you are now holding. Nothing.

I finished reading it this afternoon, and I am still in its spell. It touches a 
spot in me that few books of any kind can reach, and I feel at a loss to explain this 
effect. There is, to be sure, the practical help it will give to high school writing 
teachers—her careful delineation of a high school curriculum, her use of free 
writes to help students find topics, her insightful descriptions of her conferences, 
and most powerfully, the way she uses mentor texts and insights from her own 
writing process. Many of these practices have been described by others (the 
Dons, Romano, Nancie Atwell, Lucy Calkins, Carl Anderson, Kim Stafford, 
Randy Bomer, Katie Wood Ray, and others), and she doesn’t cover up her bor-
rowings. But she transforms as she assimilates, a process described by the great 
essayist Montaigne in an unforgettable metaphor:
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Bees ransack flowers here and flowers there; but then they make 
their own honey, which is entirely theirs and no longer thyme or 
marjoram. Similarly the boy will transform his borrowing; he will 
confound their forms so that the end-product is entirely his. . . .

In reading this book, one feels this ransacking quality; Penny is open to 
the best practice of the past thirty years, melding it all into an approach that is 
truly her own. 

This book will also be an excellent antidote to at least two trends in writing 
instruction. She shows beyond dispute that effective writing instruction cannot 
follow any formula, be packaged into any rubric, fit some invariable plan—and, 
as we all know, these systems and packages are everywhere, seductively promis-
ing to take weight off the teacher’s back. I think this book also raises questions 
about the place of a writing class in high school. The course she describes is, 
keep this in mind, a senior elective, shoehorned into the English curriculum. And 
why shouldn’t all students get this rich opportunity? The answer is that writing 
still remains colonized in literature classes. With the wide world to explain and 
explore, why should literary analysis dominate high school writing? When will 
writing get parity with literature?

She has titled her book Write Beside Them, and it took me almost to the end 
of my reading to pick up the double meaning—and that may be the key to the 
power of this book. She writes beside her students, about complex issues in her 
life, among them a haunting memory of the death of a friend in a car accident (I 
literally had to stop reading for a while after that piece). In doing so she clearly 
models techniques but more important, she creates emotional space for students 
to write about what matters to them. The individual student portraits she cre-
ates for the book will inspire—and break your heart. 

And she is right beside them, even in the photographs throughout the 
book, at their side—a listener,  advocate, coach, sometimes comedian, some-
times drill sergeant. She is interested in the lives they lead and deeply respectful 
of the weight adolescents sometimes carry. She shows us how to break through 
the gridlock, those treaties of nonengagement so common in high schools. She 
understands that there is no reason for students to engage with school if they see 
no purpose in what they are taught, no connection to their lives. 

I am writing this foreword on a December day, with snow falling, as it did a 
year ago when Don Murray passed away. My office actually looks out on his for-
mer house (like I say, Durham is a small place). The house has been repainted a 
pastel purple that does not exist in nature. What I wouldn’t give for five minutes 
of Minnie Mae Murray’s unvarnished commentary on the color choice. So many 
conversations that can’t happen.
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I wish Don could have read this book in its finished form and felt his 
animating spirit in it. When he read something really great, he often wouldn’t 
say much. He’d just give his giant head a shake of amazement, a seal of approval 
to indicate it was the real deal, that it had heart and craft. He would have loved 
this book.

And so will you.
—Tom Newkirk
December 2007
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CHAPTER ONE

It’s a Wonderful Life

I love writing.
I love the swirl and swing of words as they tangle with human emotions. 

—JAMES MICHENER

I awake before dawn. It’s 4:45 A.M. and I won’t be returning to sleep. My 
mind buzzes with plans for the day: a poem by Billy Collins, a sketch in our 

writer’s notebooks, listening to two students read recently completed pieces, 
time to write. I’m ready before I need to be. I can’t wait; and it’s March even. 
It’s true that I’m a bit of a caffeine hound, but the bigger truth is that teaching 
writing is a joyful way to spend my days.

I’m forty-five. If you’d told me in my first year of teaching that I’d feel 
this way so many years and students and grade levels and states later, I’d have 
laughed that snorting kind of laugh that people find amusing. But I’m content 
here in this land of teenagers. I sing on my way to work. I’ll be writing with my 
students today: composing, rehearsing, thinking, crafting. I’ll be playing with 
words in a line, listening to students try to make sense of experience, and I’ll 
be surprised to look up and realize we’re out of time. 

This book is about teaching writing and the gritty particulars of teaching 
adolescents. But it is also the planning, the thinking, the writing, the journey: 
all I’ve been putting into my teaching for the last two decades. This is the book 
I wanted when I was first given ninth graders and a list of novels to teach. This 
is a book of vision and hope and joy, but it is also a book of genre units and 
minilessons and actual conferences with students. 

I’ve been fascinated by the teaching of writing for years. I’ve read many 
books and listened to many brilliant people, but sometimes I feel I’ve learned 
only one thing: If you want better writers, all of the power lies within you. It’s 
all about teaching. In study after study when researchers took all of the fac-
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tors that can impact student achievement—from parental income to school 
resources to parental support to per pupil spending in a school district—the 
factor that had a greater impact than all of the others combined was the effec-
tiveness of the classroom teacher. 

By saying that, I do not discount the impact those other factors do have 
on our classrooms and our students, but simply to remind you that your skills 
and expertise are more powerful. In my current work as a K–12 literacy coach 
in the poorest area of our county in New Hampshire, we have real challenges. 
Some students live in homes with dirt floors. One parent said to me, “Why 
should she graduate from this place? None of us ever did.” We can’t fix that 
attitude, but we also can’t despair, throw up our hands, or ever say “There’s 
nothing I can do,” because teachers are more powerful than parent pressure, 
any textbook, workbook, curricula, or central office directive. Teachers are 
more powerful than The Elementary and Secondary Education Act, otherwise 
known as No Child Left Behind. Teachers make the difference, not tests. 
What power—what opportunity—lies in our hands.

Because I know this, standardized tests 
will not rule my world. Politicians will not 
tell me how to do my job. I’ve read the re-
search; I know what matters. My teaching of 
writing rests on the work Don Murray began 
in the ’60s in college classrooms and Don 
Graves continued in the ’70s in elementary 
classrooms. In the last ten years we’ve seen a 
push toward uniformity and product-centered 

standards, but if we shift back to what the Dons discovered is most important 
in the teaching of writing, writing improves. We have to focus on the process 
of writing and help students discover its power to improve their work. 

Writing is the “neglected R” according to the National Writing Panel 
Report (CEEB 2003). Our students are not writing well, not writing enough. 
I see my colleagues scrambling to get students to write and revise, and frankly, 
to care. But despair creeps upon teachers like water advances on the sand. 
Why aren’t students motivated? Why won’t they revise? How come after all 
the time I put into commenting on that paper, he just turns to the last page to 
find the grade?

If you ask them, they’ll tell you. We aren’t tapping into their passions. 
Last fall one of my former students, Patrick Haine, went to the University of 
New Hampshire to major in writing. In his freshman composition class he was 
asked to write his literacy biography. He wrote about his love affair with books 
as a child, and then this:

“Trust the process. If the process  is 

sound, the product improves.”

—WILLIAM ZINSSER
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My childhood love of books fizzled when I entered junior high—all of a sudden I was 
in an environment where I had hours and hours of required reading, so much home-
work about boring subjects that I had no time to read what I wanted to read. With 
this went the writing—we never had “freewrite” time anymore, I always had to try 
to write what the teacher wanted, the “right” thing, what needed to be done for the 
grade. Creativity was gone.

This repression of creativity continued until my senior year in high school. I 
walked into my Essay Writing class expecting more of the same: “That’s the wrong 
way to write, write like this, we’ll be reading what we have to read!” I was dead wrong.

Penny Kittle was my tall, goofy, funny teacher who knew what she was talk-
ing about. This one had actually written books—a published author! I expected the 
worst—“She must know the right way to write,” I thought in my head. But no. For 
10 minutes out of each 90 minute class, we read a book. Any book. A comic book, 
magazine, anything. You could read Aldous Huxley or Roald Dahl or Stephen King or 
Carl Jung. And when we wrote, it was about what we wanted to write about. “Defend 
an opinion,” not “Explain why Nathaniel Hawthorne yada yada yada . . .”  Mrs. Kittle 
emphasized embracing your own literacy; owning what you write, reading what 
you want. This experience was so new and fresh to me . . . but yet it reminded me 
. . . of how I’d felt as a kid. I read for fun, I wrote because I wanted to. This class 
renewed my excitement, my feel for writing and that childlike wonder that I used to 
feel. It was as if when I entered seventh grade, someone boarded up all my creativity 
and ideas, dammed up that huge stream of consciousness and personality. When 
I entered Essay Writing, that dam exploded, and all those ideas and thoughts and 
observations and my yearning to read and write and experience the world like I once 
did with that joy of being a kid shot out of my head and into the pages and into my 
life . . . I felt good again.

When Pat sent this to me one afternoon I had only one thing to say. 
Goofy? 
Actually, I told him how hard it is for teachers to hang on to what they 

know is right about teaching when criticism comes from every corner and test 
scores get the most attention in town. Nurturing a creative spirit and unleashing 
a vibrant mind is every teacher’s dream; we just get constrained by government 
mandates and decisions we can’t control. It’s not an excuse; it’s life in too many of 
our schools. I’m just too old to take it anymore. I won’t be ruled by tests I don’t 
believe in. I won’t be told how to teach writing by people who never write.

My students and I are the most powerful forces in my classroom, not the 
tests. I’m learning every day, every class, with every student. They still drive my 
teaching, planning, and thinking. I’ve heard lots of ideas on how to teach writing, 
seen plenty of curriculum guides and model writing units to transplant to the 
copy machine, but for all of those experts, I’m still the one who knows my stu-
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dents best. I stand today on the discoveries of Don Murray, Don Graves, Lucy 
Calkins, Tom Newkirk, Nancie Atwell, Linda Rief, Katie Wood Ray, Randy 
Bomer, and Tom Romano as well as the hundreds of colleagues I’ve listened to 
at conferences and whose writing I’ve admired from afar. Each day I just try to 
get a little closer to what my students need. 

We wrestle with writing together in a high school writing workshop.
Come inside. 
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intricacies, I also know how quickly a teacher or school is judged based on the 
spelling or punctuation of students who share their work in public. There is no 
tolerance in the world for errors. You know what a misspelling can mean on a 
college admissions essay. It matters.

I must teach grammar and punctuation well, and success with it takes 
three things in my classroom: patience, repetition, and teaching, both in confer-
ence and in minilessons. And it works! With persistence and repetition, almost 
all of my students retain the essentials by the end of a semester and become 
strikingly better writers because of their understanding. Grammar converts: 
what a payoff.

It all begins with attitude. I used to see myself as a toy doll with a pull string, 
robotically repeating the same rules over and over: “Its” is the possessive without 
an apostrophe; two complete thoughts are not connected with a comma; we put the 
punctuation inside the quotation marks in America. And still they made the errors. 
As each class revealed the same mistakes semester after semester, I was tempted 
to bark, “Why don’t you know this by now? What have others been teaching 
you?” But you can imagine how effective that would be. Now I begin each semes-
ter with a little self-talk. Patience, Penny. Quit being a know-it-all. No one likes that 
prim little, bun-wearing, English Teacher alter ego. And worse yet, she’s not a very good 
teacher: No one listens to nagging. I take a breath and start at the beginning.

I think of grammar, I tell my students, as a list of expectations and clarity 
that most readers know; we measure the credibility of the writer by adherence 
to this code. As Joan Didion says, it is a piano she plays by ear. There is a sound 
to sentences that make up our writing and grammar mistakes are the misplayed 
notes we hear and want corrected. Of course, as readers we expect some varia-
tions, particularly in poetry, but most writing should adhere to this code we 
know by heart. I can feel an incomplete sentence because I’m listening to your 
text. The problem is many of you don’t listen to your own writing, and worst 
yet, you don’t know the code. I say you can’t misplace an apostrophe in a pos-
sessive noun and expect most readers not to notice, and you laugh at me. It is a 
tough sell because you don’t notice. None of your friends notice. But I can sell 
you with this reminder: Adults notice, colleges notice, your grandparents notice. 
Your boss will notice. And in your life this semester one person who matters a 
lot to you will notice: the one who determines your final grade. I don’t expect 
you to know all of the rules now, but with daily, short practice, you will. I prom-
ise. And if you don’t, I have this jolly little event I call “grammar lunch” where 

PATIENCE AND REPETITION
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you bring food to my room and we practice. I’m not kidding. You will leave my 
classroom at the end of the semester as Grammar Kings and Queens, able to 
slay a comma splice with one swift slice of your punctuation sword. (You can 
imagine their raised eyebrows. They’re asking for a pass to get to guidance and 
transfer out of my class, right?)

I get students to really pay attention to mechanics by holding to this stan-
dard that I explain during our first week of class: It is impossible to get an A on 
a paper that has more than a few mistakes. Remember, I teach seniors. I don’t 
think I can hand out exceptional grades for shoddy work, even if it is beautiful 
prose that captivates me. Polish matters. I stick to this, although I do allow 
students to revise and improve their work to raise the final grade on a paper. 
This standard allows me to really push kids who are driven by grades, but are 
not used to editing their work. I win by getting students to reread and rework 
their ideas, but also to understand why they are making convention errors in 
the first place. 

But we all know there are plenty of stu-
dents not at all driven by grades. 

They need to know that a real audience 
notices and cares about the polish of a piece 
of writing. I work hard at this. We create class 
books that stay in my classroom long after 
students have moved on: They see the books 
created by former students (and, of course, it 
is the student photos that get their attention 
first). They want to look good and leave some-
thing behind that is sharp. As my colleague Ed 
says, you might spend a lot of time picking out 
the pants and shirt when you’re going out for 
the evening, then the right shoes and perhaps 
an earring that looks good, but if your tie is 
crooked, people notice. The little details dis-
tract from the whole package. We work hard to 
get the details right, so the reader can live in the 
story without the distractions. I create binders 

of student work by genre that students read to think about structure and ideas 
during writing workshop. They know their work might be seen again and again 
in the years to come and they like that, but they also are challenged to produce 
graceful work because of it. 

My goal is not catching students making mistakes and penalizing them; it 
is motivating them to listen and learn. Patience is important here because they 
are going to make the same errors many times before they begin to change. I 

Disengaged students have little use 

for grades or other methods typically 

used to motivate students. If high 

school students are not concerned 

about pleasing their teachers or 

don’t value success in school, the 

threat of low grades or failing state 

tests has no impact and is of no 

value in engaging them. 

—BROWNSTEIN, DIMARTINO, 

AND MILES 2007
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wish they’d be transformed after my first brilliant lesson, but often I continue 
to work with mechanics all semester. My goal is lasting understanding. To get 
there I challenge their thinking with practice and variation. 

I ask them to question every single mark of convention that they put on 
the page. I want them rereading a sentence with an apostrophe to determine if 
the word with the apostrophe is a contraction or a possessive noun. I want them 
rereading for usage whenever they encounter a homonym and I show them how 
to do this in a minilesson. I do not spend time on spelling with a whole class 
since most have mastered it (or use spell-checker), and it is rare when I need 
to address it on a final draft. I also review capitalization only rarely, since again, 
only a few students don’t know most of the particulars by now. But if they don’t 
know it, we study it; each semester I determine areas of study in mechanics 
based on the errors most students are making in class.

John Jerome’s quote at the opening of this chapter speaks to the subtlety of 
punctuation: It creates the scaffolding for building the beauty of a piece of writ-
ing, but it should sit in the background as screws do in a handcrafted maple bed 
frame. Punctuation as fastener, indeed. I teach students how to listen to their 
writing through reading their work out loud. I want them to hear how a piece 
reads and how it might read: the risks that are possible and the rhythm that is ex-
pected. Readers want the smooth hum of a British racing car taking a corner on 
a mountain pass, not the lurching and bumping about of a misfiring engine. I ask 
questions, “Is this how you want your work to read?” and I read it back exactly 
as it is punctuated. Readers often won’t stand for anything less than cruising, I 
say, so tune up this piece.

TEACHING MECHANICS

Punctuation and grammar are taught both in the context of their writing and 
outside of it: as a whole-class minilesson. I have an area of study on the sched-
ule every week of class and we practice with the concept in very short bursts. 
I remember when I first started teaching and studied lesson design. We spent 
a good deal of time on Madeline Hunter’s retention theory. The gist is that to 
learn something you must practice it every day for a week or two, then a few 
times a week, then less and less. I remember trying to apply this to my elemen-
tary classroom with these elaborate drawings and arrows across my plan book. 
I tried to follow this for every new thing I was teaching across seven subjects 
and just about drove myself crazy, but when I accomplished it, my students re-
ally learned the skill. That’s how I approach grammar and punctuation and all 
things mechanical. 
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SENTENCE COMBINING

It begins with determining a need. I look at what students are writing and go 
after the big ideas first. We almost always begin with sentence structure. Years 
of cryptic notes in the margins of student papers—“run-on,” “frag,” and “c-
splice”—have not resulted in lasting learning if you’ve noticed. Many students 
just recognize something is wrong, not how to fix it. So we begin with sentence 
combining. I often lift a sentence or two from a student’s writing and use it to 
teach crafty ways to punctuate. Attitude matters here: It is never “look what 
someone did wrong,” but rather, “look at the possibilities we have with these 
ideas and the myriad of ways this could be structured.” We experiment with 
punctuation in our writing notebooks. Recently sentence combining was listed 
as one of ten strategies that make a difference in student writing (Graham and 
Perin 2006). Without explicit teaching of the possibilities, there is only correc-
tion and frustration, for both the student and teacher. With focused teaching on 
sentence work, students improve.

I put the following four sentences on the board. (I use myself or a student 
in class as the content since they are typically more alert when it is all about 
them.)

 
Mrs. Kittle teaches English.

She has taught for two decades and in lots of grade levels.

She loves teaching.

This year she teaches writing to seniors at Kennett High School.

I show them how I might combine the ideas into one sentence by making 
some ideas subordinate to others. One example: Mrs. Kittle, who has taught for 
two decades in lots of grade levels, loves teaching writing to seniors at Kennett High 
School. We then talk about other possibilities for combining. 

• Mrs. Kittle loves teaching—even after two decades and lots of grade levels—
and this year she’s teaching writing to seniors at Kennett.

• This year Mrs. Kittle is teaching writing at Kennett; she loves teaching seniors 
and brings two decades of experience to the classroom.

I give them language for this through my discussion of a possibility. I can 
use a semicolon in the second example because there are two main ideas in complete 
thoughts that are closely related. Semicolons can’t connect just anything; they must 
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connect ideas that are related to each other. I remind them of the independent and 
dependent clauses, and so on. It is important to establish this language, so I can 
use it efficiently in individual writing conferences.

 Another way we look at sentence combining is through the lens of 
voice. I want my students manipulating structure, but I don’t want them losing 
their voices in the process. I tell them the previous example isn’t how I would 
relay this information; it doesn’t sound like me. So we practice telling the same 
information in our own voice.

• Mrs. Kittle is one of those crazy old teachers who still loves teaching—every 
day, every class, every student. She’s been teaching writing for two decades 
now in all kinds of grade levels, but has found a home with Kennett seniors.

We can spend five minutes on this in class—one combination a day like 
lightweight training—and build punctuation muscles in the process. I take a 
student and list a few things about him: Jeff is an only child. He is a wicked cool 
baseball player. He lives in Redstone. His pitching put our team in the state champion-
ship this year. The students create their own combinations and we share. Try 
it. Come up with three ways to combine those four ideas. It is problem solving 
and thinking and it reveals a lot of what our students don’t understand about 
punctuation. Students are happy to take over this teaching once they under-
stand it—either creating combinations for us to work with or in leading class 
discussions of possibility.

We need these daily conversations about grammar and punctuation 
because students won’t get this anywhere else. And I’m sorry to say, they 
won’t get it from the “context of their writing” alone. I often hear teachers 
say, “I teach conventions in context,” which I agree is more effective than the 
old grammar texts we once used, but it just isn’t enough for me. I can’t spend 
as much time on mechanics as I need to in order to move a writer during our 
writing conferences. I have to work on ideas and organization and voice and 
word choice and encouraging a writer to move forward with a little fledgling of 
an idea. I can’t spend every conference teaching parallel sentence structure or 
comma splices or I’ll risk having the student think that is all I care about. (And 
yet if I am focused on ideas and voice and I never get to mechanics, they’ll be 
sure to think it doesn’t matter.) So, left with those realities, I do both. I teach 
and practice with the whole class, then reinforce what we’re studying in confer-
ences when I can. Like this: Imagine you’re eavesdropping on my conference 
with Chris during workshop.

Chris has written, I played hockey for five years with my younger brother; who 
is better than me.
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Now first I talk about the writing piece and the help he needs from me, as 
usual. Then before I leave I say, “Tell me about how you used the semicolon in 
this sentence, Chris. What do you know about a semicolon?” 

He repeats what he’s learned in class: It combines two complete ideas 
that are closely related. I say, “Show me the two complete ideas.” He can find 
only one. Then we talk about his other options, like using a conjunction and a 
comma, so that the sentence will be correct.

I can’t have that short conventions conference with him if I haven’t built 
the foundation in daily class practice. I used to get frustrated when I tried to ap-
proach conventions in conference because it was never short and easy to do so. 
We know we can’t confer for twenty minutes with one student, and we certainly 
don’t want to lecture about conventions and move on. No one learns that way. 
I’ve found the combination of whole-class foundation building and in-context 
reinforcement works. Combine it with expecting all finished writing to be “darn 
near perfect” and most students really start to change their writing habits.

I have been amazed at the lack of conventions muscles my students have. 
They’ll tell me no one has taught them these things before, but I don’t believe 
it. I have great respect for teachers at all grade levels. I know we’re all out there 
teaching, but almost all of my students haven’t learned enough about grammar 
and punctuation before their senior year. Perhaps that is because it isn’t taught 
enough or practiced enough, but raging about teachers who don’t work hard 
enough never helps me. I just make sure they learn it from me. 

POSSESSIVE NOUNS

Learning takes practice. How much? Here’s an example of work with one class 
on possessive nouns. I kept track of the steps I took to reach mastery with most 
students in one class in one semester.

1. The need for initial practice was determined based on repeated errors in es-
says. All students struggling with single possessives, plural possessives, and con-
tractions. Corrections were made on drafts of essays (in context) and individual 
conferences were held with many as we worked on our first piece of writing, but 
final drafts showed little improvement.

2. I introduced a study of apostrophe use with four sentences: one with no 
apostrophe—a PN (plural noun), one with a SPN (singular possessive noun), 
one with a PPN (plural possessive noun), and finally one with a C (contraction 
of noun + is) because my students often spell contractions as plural nouns. 
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Students practiced with a second set of sentences in writer’s notebook (not 
graded) as I walked around to see how they were doing. Many errors.

3. I teach this each day of this first week of our study with sample fill-in-the-
blank sentences like these:

boys (PN) boys’(PPN) boy’s (SPN) boy’s (C) 

• If the _boys___ in class don’t stop talking, I’m going to sing for               
them.__PN__

• The _boys’___ papers were filled with humor and made Mrs. Kittle                       
laugh. _PPN___

• One _boy’s___ story of winning the soccer tournament had a very                     
crafty ending._SPN___

• You know the _boy’s___ going to be late when he’s still toasting his                 
bagel as morning announcements start._C___

Notice that our initial practice involves only four choices, which makes this 
task easy. I soon make six sentences with the same four choices, requiring more 
thinking. We review the answers together briefly and move on with our work 
for the day. This is a five-minute exercise at most, and students begin to develop 
confidence quickly. Soon I can assign a pair of students to create the sentences 
for the class each day and others to lead the discussion of answers. Students 
begin to notice apostrophes in model texts we use in our genre study.

4. I begin class with a quick quiz after two weeks. In this particular class the 
results were: 25 percent solid understanding, 65 percent developing understand-
ing, 10 percent no understanding. I’m discouraged, but not surprised.

5. I continue discussing corrections in conference on essays (in context). I find 
that even with good intentions I get involved in the piece of writing and often 
just don’t have time to also work on the conventions. This reminds me of why I 
must do some of the work with the whole class or it won’t get done at all.

6. I continue to review this skill once a week for two more weeks. I create review 
groups of mixed abilities with at least one student with a solid understanding 
assigned to each group. Students are given several sets of sentences and work 
through the same process and thinking, but turn in one paper with all four 
names on it and share a classwork grade for this activity. Cooperative work 
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allows me to circle and listen, while allowing students to have another teacher. 
The truth is, they’re just more attentive to each other than they are to me. I can’t 
imagine why.

7. After five weeks of work focused on possessive nouns and sentence combin-
ing, I create a quiz with many variables and much greater difficulty. Results are 
better: 52 percent solid understanding, 22 percent developing understanding, 19 
percent with only half correct, but I still consider that little to no understanding, 
and one student missed almost all of the questions. (He and I schedule a gram-
mar lunch for the next day. Grammar lunch sounds like torture, I know, but I 
keep candy in my office and students are usually willing to stop by for help as we 
eat. I also have scheduled times before and after school when students can count 
on me for individual help.)

8. At this point our class study ends. I will review this once every two weeks or 
so (retention theory) while I also continue to work with the few individuals who 
really need it in conference. All of my students think differently about posses-
sives at this point and often notice errors in their own work without me. They 
also get high fives for finding an error on a sign in town or in the paper.

This isn’t a plan that I can give you for your class, since your class may 
have better or worse skills than mine did this semester, but I can tell you it takes 
this kind of effort in order for many students to finally learn the rules. I watch 
my students, read their drafts, and decide on a grammar or mechanics study 
based on what they’re able to do as writers. One semester it was dialogue and 
homonyms first, then possessives, with lots of sentence structure all semester 
long. They still weren’t completely independent by the time they left me, but 
thankfully, that was an unusual group. With a strong class the year before we 
zipped through every review with ease and speed and they had it.

LEARNING TO LISTEN TO WRITING

I ask students to reread their writing out loud for sentence structure. I ask them 
to reread their drafts with a highlighter for marks of convention. We practice 
one day in class. Every mark of convention is highlighted in a paragraph from 
a piece of their current drafting. I tell them about the cool history of many of 
the punctuation marks (Atwell 2002) they use today. How the circle at the 
end of an idea meant going all around a subject and evolved into just a period. 
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